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All Noun 7s- J 

JABIRUS ABIJRSU JABIRU, wading bird [n] 

JACALES AACEJLS JACAL, hut [n] 

JACAMAR AAACJMR tropical bird [n -S] 

JACANAS AAACJNS JACANA, wading bird [n] 

JACINTH ACHIJNT variety of zircon [n -S] 

JACKALS AACJKLS JACKAL, doglike mammal [n] 

JACKASS AACJKSS male donkey [n -ES] 

JACKDAW AACDJKW bird resembling crow [n -S] 

JACKERS ACEJKRS JACKER, one that jacks (to raise with type of lever) [n] 

JACKIES ACEIJKS JACKY, sailor (member of ship's crew) [n] 

JACKLEG ACEGJKL unskilled worker [n -S] 

JACKPOT ACJKOPT top prize or reward [n -S] 

JACOBIN ABCIJNO pigeon (short-legged bird) [n -S] 

JACOBUS ABCJOSU old English coin [n -ES] 

JACONET ACEJNOT cotton cloth [n -S] 

JACUZZI ACIJUZZ trademark [n -S] 

JADEITE ADEEIJT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

JAEGERS AEEGJRS JAEGER, hunter (one that hunts (to pursue for food or sport)) [n] 

JAGGARY AAGGJRY jaggery (coarse, dark sugar) [n -RIES] 

JAGGERS AEGGJRS JAGGER, one that jags (to cut unevenly) [n] 

JAGGERY AEGGJRY coarse, dark sugar [n -RIES] 

JAGGIES AEGGIJS jagged effect on curved line [n JAGGIES] 

JAGUARS AAGJRSU JAGUAR, large feline animal [n] 

JAILERS AEIJLRS JAILER, keeper of jail [n] 

JAILORS AIJLORS JAILOR, jailer (keeper of jail) [n] 

JALAPIN AAIJLNP medicinal substance contained in jalap [n -S] 

JALOPPY AJLOPPY jalopy (decrepit car) [n -PPIES] 

JAMBEAU AABEJMU piece of armor for leg [n -S, -X] 

JAMMERS AEJMMRS JAMMER, one that jams (to force together tightly) [n] 

JAMMIES AEIJMMS pajamas (garment for sleeping or lounging) [n JAMMIES] 

JANGLER AEGJLNR one that jangles (to make harsh, metallic sound) [n -S] 

JANITOR AIJNORT maintenance man [n -S] 

JARFULS AFJLRSU JARFUL, quantity held by jar (cylindrical container) [n] 

JARGOON AGJNOOR variety of zircon [n -S] 

JARHEAD AADEHJR marine soldier [n -S] 

JARINAS AAIJNRS JARINA, hard seed of palm tree [n] 

JARLDOM ADJLMOR domain of jarl [n -S] 

JARRAHS AAHJRRS JARRAH, evergreen tree [n] 

JARSFUL AFJLRSU JARFUL, quantity held by jar (cylindrical container) [n] 

JARVEYS AEJRSVY JARVEY, driver of carriage for hire [n] 

JASMINE AEIJMNS climbing shrub [n -S] 

JASMINS AIJMNSS JASMIN, jasmine (climbing shrub) [n] 

JASPERS AEJPRSS JASPER, variety of quartz [n] 

JASSIDS ADIJSSS JASSID, any of family of plant pests [n] 

JAWLINE AEIJLNW outline of lower jaw [n -S] 

JAYBIRD ABDIJRY jay (corvine bird) [n -S] 
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JAYGEES AEEGJSY JAYGEE, military officer [n] 

JAYVEES AEEJSVY JAYVEE, junior varsity player [n] 

JAZZBOS ABJOSZZ JAZZBO, devotee of jazz (style of lively syncopated music) [n] 

JAZZERS AEJRSZZ JAZZER, one that jazzes (to enliven (to make lively)) [n] 

JAZZMAN AAJMNZZ type of musician (one who performs or composes music) [n -MEN] 

JAZZMEN AEJMNZZ JAZZMAN, type of musician (one who performs or composes music) [n] 

JEEPNEY EEEJNPY Philippine jitney [n -S] 

JEERERS EEEJRRS JEERER, one that jeers (to mock (to ridicule)) [n] 

JEHADIS ADEHIJS JEHADI, jihadi (Muslim who participates in jihad) [n] 

JEJUNUM EJJMNUU part of small intestine [n -NA, -S] 

JELLABA AABEJLL djellaba (long hooded garment) [n -S] 

JEMADAR AADEJMR officer in army of India [n -S] 

JEMIDAR ADEIJMR jemadar (officer in army of India) [n -S] 

JENNETS EEJNNST JENNET, small horse [n] 

JENNIES EEIJNNS JENNY, female donkey [n] 

JERBOAS ABEJORS JERBOA, small rodent [n] 

JEREEDS DEEEJRS JEREED, wooden javelin [n] 

JERKERS EEJKRRS JERKER, one that jerks (to move with sharp, sudden motion) [n] 

JERKIES EEIJKRS JERKY, dried meat [n] 

JERKINS EIJKNRS JERKIN, sleeveless jacket [n] 

JERREED DEEEJRR jereed (wooden javelin) [n -S] 

JERRIDS DEIJRRS JERRID, jereed (wooden javelin) [n] 

JERRIES EEIJRRS JERRY, German soldier [n] 

JERSEYS EEJRSSY JERSEY, close-fitting knitted shirt [n] 

JESTERS EEJRSST JESTER, one that jests (to joke (to say something amusing)) [n] 

JESTING EGIJNST act of one who jests [n -S]  

JETBEAD ABDEEJT ornamental shrub [n -S] 

JETFOIL EFIJLOT jet-powered hydrofoil (boat with winglike structures for lifting hull above water) [n -S] 

JETLAGS AEGJLST JETLAG, disruption of body rhythms after flight through several time zones [n] 

JETPACK ACEJKPT backpack with jets to transport wearer [n -S] 

JETPORT EJOPRTT type of airport (tract of land maintained for landing and takeoff of aircraft) [n -S] 

JETSAMS AEJMSST JETSAM, goods cast overboard [n] 

JETSOMS EJMOSST JETSOM, jetsam (goods cast overboard) [n] 

JETTONS EJNOSTT JETTON, piece used in counting [n] 

JETWAYS AEJSTWY JETWAY, trademark [n] 

JEWELER EEEJLRW dealer or maker of jewelry [n -S] 

JEWELRY EEJLRWY article or articles for personal adornment [n -RIES] 

JEWFISH EFHIJSW large marine fish [n -ES] 

JEZAILS AEIJLSZ JEZAIL, type of firearm (weapon from which shot is discharged by gunpowder) [n] 

JEZEBEL BEEEJLZ scheming, wicked woman [n -S] 

JIBBAHS ABBHIJS JIBBAH, jibba (long coat worn by Muslim men) [n] 

JIBBERS BBEIJRS JIBBER, horse that jibs [n] 

JIBBOOM BBIJMOO ship's spar [n -S] 

JICAMAS AACIJMS JICAMA, tropical plant with edible roots [n] 

JIFFIES EFFIIJS JIFFY, short time [n] 

WJIHADIS ADHIIJS JIHADI, Muslim who participates in jihad [n] 

JILLION IIJLLNO very large number [n -S] 
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JILTERS EIJLRST JILTER, one that jilts (to reject lover) [n] 

JIMJAMS AIJJMMS violent delirium [n JIMJAMS] 

JIMMIES EIIJMMS JIMMIE, tiny bit of candy for decorating ice cream [n] 

JIMSONS IJMNOSS JIMSON, tall poisonous weed [n] 

JINGALL AGIJLLN jingal (heavy musket) [n -S] 

JINGALS AGIJLNS JINGAL, heavy musket [n] 

JINGLER EGIJLNR one that jingles (to make tinkling sound) [n -S] 

JINGOES EGIJNOS JINGO, zealous patriot [n] 

JINKERS EIJKNRS JINKER, one that jinks (to move quickly out of way) [n] 

JITNEYS EIJNSTY JITNEY, small bus [n] 

JOANNES AEJNNOS johannes (Portuguese coin) [n JOANNES] 

JOBBERS BBEJORS JOBBER, pieceworker [n] 

JOBBERY BBEJORY corruption in public office [n -RIES] 

JOBBIES BBEIJOS JOBBIE, example of its type [n] 

JOBNAME ABEJMNO computer code for job instruction [n -S] 

JOCKDOM CDJKMOO world of athletes [n -S] 

JODHPUR DHJOPRU type of boot [n -S] 

JOGGERS EGGJORS JOGGER, one that jogs (to run at slow, steady pace) [n] 

JOGGING GGGIJNO practice of running at slow, steady pace [n -S] 

JOGGLER EGGJLOR one that joggles (to shake slightly) [n -S] 

JOHNNIE EHIJNNO johnny (sleeveless hospital gown) [n -S] 

JOHNSON HJNNOOS offensive word [n -S] 

JOINDER DEIJNOR joining of parties in lawsuit [n -S] 

JOINERS EIJNORS JOINER, carpenter [n] 

JOINERY EIJNORY trade of joiner [n -RIES] 

JOINING GIIJNNO juncture (act of joining) [n -S] 

JOINTER EIJNORT one that joints (to fit together by means of junction) [n -S] 

JOJOBAS ABJJOOS JOJOBA, small tree [n] 

JOLLIER EIJLLOR one who puts others in good humor [n -S] 

JOLLITY IJLLOTY mirth (spirited gaiety) [n -TIES] 

JOLTERS EJLORST JOLTER, one that jolts (to jar or shake roughly) [n] 

JONQUIL IJLNOQU perennial herb [n -S] 

JORDANS ADJNORS JORDAN, type of container [n] 

JOSEPHS EHJOPSS JOSEPH, woman's long cloak [n] 

JOSHERS EHJORSS JOSHER, one that joshes (to tease (to make fun of)) [n] 

JOSHING GHIJNOS act of teasing (to make fun of) [n -S] 

JOSTLER EJLORST one that jostles (to bump or push roughly) [n -S] 

JOTTERS EJORSTT JOTTER, one that jots (to write down quickly) [n] 

JOTTING GIJNOTT brief note [n -S] 

JOURNOS JNOORSU JOURNO, writer for news medium [n] 

JOUSTER EJORSTU one that jousts (to engage in personal combat) [n -S] 

JOYANCE ACEJNOY gladness (state of being glad (feeling pleasure)) [n -S] 

JOYPADS ADJOPSY JOYPAD, device with buttons to control computer images [n] 

JUBBAHS ABBHJSU JUBBAH, loose outer garment [n] 

JUBHAHS ABHHJSU JUBHAH, jubbah (loose outer garment) [n] 

JUBILEE BEEIJLU celebration [n -S] 

JUBILES BEIJLSU JUBILE, jubilee (celebration) [n] 
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JUDASES ADEJSSU JUDAS, peephole (small opening through which one may look) [n] 

JUDGERS DEGJRSU JUDGER, one that judges (to decide on critically) [n] 

JUDOIST DIJOSTU one skilled in judo [n -S] 

JUDOKAS ADJKOSU JUDOKA, judoist (one skilled in judo) [n] 

JUGFULS FGJLSUU JUGFUL, as much as jug will hold [n] 

JUGGLER EGGJLRU one that juggles (to perform feats of manual dexterity) [n -S] 

JUGHEAD ADEGHJU dolt (stupid person) [n -S] 

JUGSFUL FGJLSUU JUGFUL, as much as jug will hold [n] 

JUGULAR AGJLRUU vein of neck [n -S] 

JUGULUM GJLMUUU part of bird's neck [n -LA] 

JUICERS CEIJRSU JUICER, juice extractor [n] 

JUJITSU IJJSTUU Japanese art of self-defense [n -S] 

JUJUBES BEJJSUU JUJUBE, fruit-flavored candy [n] 

JUJUISM IJJMSUU system of beliefs connected with jujus [n -S] 

JUJUIST IJJSTUU follower of jujuism [n -S] 

JUJUTSU JJSTUUU jujitsu (Japanese art of self-defense) [n -S] 

JUKEBOX BEJKOUX coin-operated phonograph [n -ES] 

JUMBALS ABJLMSU JUMBAL, ring-shaped cookie [n] 

JUMBIES BEIJMSU JUMBIE, spirit of dead person [n] 

JUMBLER BEJLMRU one that jumbles (to mix in disordered manner) [n -S] 

JUMBUCK BCJKMUU sheep (ruminant mammal) [n -S] 

JUMPERS EJMPRSU JUMPER, one that jumps (to spring off ground) [n] 

JUMPING GIJMNPU act of one that jumps [n -S] 

JUMPOFF FFJMOPU starting point [n -S] 

JUNCOES CEJNOSU JUNCO, small finch [n] 

JUNGLES EGJLNSU JUNGLE, land covered with dense tropical vegetation [n] 

JUNIPER EIJNPRU evergreen tree [n -S] 

JUNKERS EJKNRSU JUNKER, something ready for junking [n] 

JUNKIES EIJKNSU JUNKIE, drug addict [n] 

JUNKMAN AJKMNNU one who buys and sells junk [n -MEN] 

JUNKMEN EJKMNNU JUNKMAN, one who buys and sells junk [n] 

JURANTS AJNRSTU JURANT, one that takes oath [n] 

JURISTS IJRSSTU JURIST, one versed in law [n] 

JURYMAN AJMNRUY juror (member of jury (committee for selecting material for exhibition)) [n -MEN] 

JURYMEN EJMNRUY JURYMAN, juror (member of jury (committee for selecting material for exhibition)) [n] 

JUSSIVE EIJSSUV word used to express command [n -S] 

JUSTERS EJRSSTU JUSTER, jouster (one that jousts (to engage in personal combat)) [n] 

JUSTICE CEIJSTU judge [n -S] 

JUVENAL AEJLNUV young bird's plumage [n -S] 

 


